### Case Number | Case Subject | Requester | Open Initial Date
--- | --- | --- | ---

DF-2019-00230 | REQUEST RECORDS ON (OAAH) OUTSIDE AREAS OF ACTIVE HOSTILITIES, SEE THE REST OF THE INITIAL REQUEST ON PAGES 1-3. | COLELLA, ENZO | 06/04/2019

DF-2019-00231 | 1. A COPY OF ALL NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER CONTRACTS WITH THE COMPANIES PALANTIR TECHNOLOGIES, PALANTIR USG, OR PALANTIR USA, AWARDED FROM 2003 TO THE PRESENT. 2. COPIES OF ALL CORRESPONDING STATEMENT(S) OF WORK OR LIMITED SOURCE JUSTIFICATION(S), AND OTHER MODIFICATIONS OR ATTACHMENTS TO THESE CONTRACTS. | LACKOWSKI, AARON | 06/05/2019

DOCUMENTS MENTIONING OR RELATING TO ANONYMOUS (THE HACKER MOVEMENT/COLLECTIVE, SEE BELOW) OR HACKTIVISM (DEFINED AS HACKING AS A FORM OF PROTEST AND/OR ACTIVISM) GENERATED BETWEEN 1 JANUARY 2009 AND 1 JANUARY 2019, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: * INTERNAL REPORTS, BULLETINS, WARNINGS AND ALERTS RELATING TO ANONYMOUS OR HACKTIVISM * REPORTS FROM THE APPROPRIATE IT (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY) OR COMPUTER OFFICES REGARDING POSSIBLE CYBER ATTACKS BY ANONYMOUS OR OTHER HACKTIVISTS * REPORTS, BULLETINS, WARNINGS AND ALERTS RELATING TO OR MENTIONING ANONYMOUS OR HACKTIVISM SENT TO OR RECEIVED FROM ANY FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OR INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES OR ANY FUSION CENTER * INCIDENT REPORTS INVESTIGATING POSSIBLE HACKING ACTIVITY FALLING WITHIN THE OFFICE'S JURISDICTION AND ALLEGEDLY CARRIED OUT BY MEMBERS OF ANONYMOUS OR OTHER HACKTIVIST GROUPS * MATERIALS GENERATED AS A RESULT OF ANY SUSPECTED OR ACTUAL COMPROMISE, BREACH OR "DOX" (REVEALING OF PERSONAL OR PRIVATE INFORMATION) BY ANONYMOUS OR OTHER HACKTIVISTS


REQUEST COPIES OF DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EMAILS, MEMOS, LETTERS, REPORTS, BRIEFS AND CALL LOGS, REFERRING TO, DISCUSSING OR GENERATED AS A RESULT OF REFERRALS TO AND CONSULTATIONS WITH THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION AND OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (CRIMINAL DIVISION, CIVIL DIVISION, NATIONAL SECURITY DIVISION, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE, ETC.), REGARDING INSTANCES OF UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES OF INFORMATION (AKA LEAKS) FOR INVESTIGATION AND/OR PROSECUTION BETWEEN JANUARY 20, 1981 (OR THE DATE OF CREATION OF THIS AGENCY, WHICHEVER CAME FIRST) AND THE PRESENT.

REQUEST A COPY OF THE LATEST SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE DIRECTOR, NCSC TO THE DNI REGARDING THE OCCURRENCE OF UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURES OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION AND ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE. THIS REPORT WAS TO BE PREPARED PURSUANT TO ICD 701, ISSUED IN DECEMBER 2017.

REQUEST ALL DOCUMENTS, EMAILS, MINUTES, INVOICES OR PLANS RELATED TO IARPA GRANT 2014-14071600010.

1. OBTAIN COPIES OF THE IMAGE RELATING TO INTELLIGENCE REGARDING INCREASED THREATS, FROM IRAN AND ITS REGIONAL PROXIES AT THEIR HIGHEST AVAILABLE RESOLUTION AND IN COLOR, IF APPLICABLE. THIS INFORMATION WAS REPORTED BY THE NEW YORK TIMES THAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT HAD DECLASSIFIED AT LEAST ONE IMAGE. 2. OBTAIN COPIES OF ANY ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS NOTING THAT THEY WERE DECLASSIFIED AND EXPLAINING WHO HAD REQUESTED THE DECLASSIFICATION AND WHY.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Number</th>
<th>Request Details</th>
<th>Requestor</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-2019-00240</td>
<td>REQUEST ALL RECORDS RELATING TO LEBANESE HEZBOLLAH (A/K/A HIZBULLAH, HIZBALLAH, HIZBULLAH, HEZBALLAH, HIZBULLAH, HIZBULLAH AND HIZB ALLAH) OPERATIVE ALI MUSSA DAQDUQ AL-MUSAWI (&quot;AL-MUSAWI&quot;). ACCORDING TO THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, AL-MUSAWI IS ALSO IDENTIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING ALIASES/ALTERNATIVE SPELLINGS: ALI MUSSA DAQDUQ, HAMID MUHAMMAD JABUR AL-LAMI; HAMID MUHAMMAD AL-LAMI; HUSAYN MUHAMMAD JABUR AL-MUSUI; HAMID MUHAMMAD DAQDUQ AL-MUSAWI; HAMID MUHAMMAD JABUR AL-MUSAWI; HAMID MAJID 'ABD AL-YUNIS. THE RELEVANT DATE RANGE FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011.</td>
<td>LEE, DUSTIN</td>
<td>06/20/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2019-00241</td>
<td>REQUEST ALL RECORDS RELATING TO LEBANESE HEZBOLLAH OPERATIVE MUHAMMAD KAWTHARANI (&quot;KAWTHARANI&quot;). ACCORDING TO THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, KAWTHARANI IS ALSO IDENTIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING ALIASES/ALTERNATIVE SPELLINGS: MUHAMMAD AL-KAWTHARANI; MOHAMMAD KAWTHARANI; MUHAMMAD KAWTARANI; JAFAR AL-KAWTHARANI. THE RELEVANT DATE RANGE FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011.</td>
<td>LEE, DUSTIN</td>
<td>06/20/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2019-00242</td>
<td>REQUEST ALL RECORDS RELATING TO LEBANESE HEZBOLLAH OPERATIVE YUSUF HASHIM (&quot;HASHIM&quot;). ACCORDING TO THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, HASHIM IS ALSO IDENTIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING ALIASES/ALTERNATIVE SPELLINGS: YUSUF HASHIM; YUSEF HASHIM; HAJJI SADIQ; SAYYID SADIQ. THE RELEVANT DATE RANGE FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011.</td>
<td>LEE, DUSTIN</td>
<td>06/20/2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNCLASSIFIED

DF-2019-00245
REQUEST ALL RECORDS RELATING TO JAYSH AL-MAHDI OPERATIVE AND FORMER INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE IRAQI MINISTRY OF HEALTH (AUGUST 2003 TO 2013), DR. ADEL MUHSIN ABDULLAH AL-KHAZALI ("ALKHAZALI"). "ADIL" IS AN ALTERNATE SPELLING OF AL-KHAZALI'S FIRST NAME, WHILE "MUHSIN" CAN ALSO BE SPelled "MOHSIN." REFERENCES TO AL-KHAZALI MAY Omit His TITLE, "ABDULLAH," AND/OR THE ARTICLE "AL." THE RELEVANT DATE RANGE FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011.

DF-2019-00246
REQUEST ALL RECORDS RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, FINANCING, AND/OR USE OF EXPLOSIVELY FORMED PENETRATORS ("EFPS") IN IRAQ. THE RELEVANT DATE RANGE FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2011.

DF-2019-00247

DF-2019-00248
REQUEST ANY AND ALL RECORDS, WHICH INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO EMAILS, MEMOS, LETTERS, TEXT MESSAGES, INSTANT MESSAGES, AMONG ODNI STAFF, INCLUDING SENIOR OFFICIALS IN THE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE AND WITHIN THE AGENCY, THAT MENTIONS OR REFERS TO PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP'S USE OF TWITTER AND HIS TWEETS AND CONSTITUTES DISCUSSIONS ABOUT HIS TWEETS. THE TIMEFRAME FOR THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 2018 THROUGH THE DATE THE SEARCH FOR RESPONSIVE RECORDS IS CONDUCTED.

DF-2019-00252